KODAK Certified Pre-Owned CTP Systems

Peace of mind. Guaranteed.
Engineered to last
As the inventor of thermal CTP systems, Kodak has
unique expertise in optimizing CTP performance
and designing for extended operational life.
With decades of experience in engineering,
manufacturing and servicing KODAK CTP Devices,
our global team continues to innovate and build
best-in-class devices that our customers can
depend on for their business. Day in, day out.
Unique access to high-quality, pre-owned CTPs
Kodak CTP equipment is built to perform for the
long run. We can confidently offer quality, preowned Kodak CTP equipment that is certified to
perform to original factory specifications and is
protected by a full warranty.
With 20 years’ experience in recertifying Kodak
used devices, we have access to a wealth of
detailed usage and service history. Qualified
devices are eligible for our KODAK Certified Preowned (KCP) CTP program. After a meticulous
certification process, each device is made
available with a selection of automation, speed
and resolution options, so you can choose a
system that best fits your business needs.

Our certification process begins with a
comprehensive inspection by factory-trained
technicians, ensuring the equipment is
fundamentally in good operating condition.
Filters are replaced, and parts are upgraded
or repaired as necessary.
The result is a CTP device that is both certified
to meet the same factory specifications as the
original device and updated to the latest controlled
release, the latest software and, in most cases, with
a new computer. Only original KODAK parts are used,
and final imaging tests are performed to the same
demanding standards used for newly manufactured
equipment.
Affordability that may surprise you
It all adds up to a low-risk, high-return investment
in an affordable CTP platform - backed by one of
the most comprehensive used-CTP benefits
packages in the industry.
Every KCP system is eligible for a KODAK Support
Plan, ensuring worry-free operation for your business.
Contact your sales representative for a list of specific
devices currently in inventory.

Stringent inspection and certification process
The multi-point evaluation process for KCP
equipment is extensive, ensuring reliable
operational performance for years to come.
Guaranteed.
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